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Helicobacter pylori cagA and vacA genotypes have been used for almost a decade as stable entities to link the
severity of gastritis and ulcer disease. We describe here microevolution of the two genomic islands, cag pathogenicity
island (cagPAI; 40 kb) and tfs3 (16 kb) from isolates obtained at inclusion (one subclone) and after a 10-year period
(two subclones) from a duodenal ulcer patient. Our results indicate microevolution in cagA, cagE, and cag7 genes
of the cagPAI and open reading frames G, P, and L in tfs3, which possibly leads to inactivation or pseudogenization
of these genes. Interestingly, no significant reduction in the severity of gastroduodenal pathology was found. These
results point to an obvious difficulty in correlating the continuously evolving virulence factors such as the cagPAI
genes with disease characteristics that appear to remain stable.

Helicobacter pylori displays genetic variability (8, 17) due to
frequent mutations and genetic recombination (5, 11, 22). It has
also been shown that during mixed infections recombinant strains
emerge with different combinations of parental genotypes (19).
However, there has been a long-standing dogma with infection
biologists that H. pylori virulence-encoding genes such as cagA
and vacA are stable entities and that these could be robustly
correlated with disease progression or outcome. Observations
contrary to this assumption have been frequently found; hence, in
order to adapt to a new environment the selection process con-
cerning virulence encoding genes should take place. Genomic
rearrangements aimed at host-specific adaptation include spon-
taneous mutations as shown via serial passages in gnotobiotic
piglets (1) or through allelic recombination leading to differential
inactivation of important virulence genes such as the vacA of the
subclones in a single patient (23). Another important mechanism
establishing adaptive evolution operates through deletion of ei-
ther individual gene loci such as cagA (3, 10) or the entire
genomic island, e.g., the cag pathogenicity island (cagPAI) (19).
In addition, various genotyping methods applied to serial isolates
obtained from the same patient revealed similar fingerprints with
minor differences (2, 13). This may be possible due to the fact that
two or more isolates recovered from a patient might share a
common ancestor but experience independent genomic alter-
ations (14). This phenomenon has been termed “microevolution”
(7, 11). However, sequence data are necessary to verify micro-
evolution (19), and phenotypic confirmation is required to ascer-
tain whether this process leads to optimization of virulence in

response to changing gastric environment. Genetic changes
within the entire cagPAI sequences obtained from different indi-
viduals (6) have been recently described (5). Similarly, a novel
genomic island, tfs3 was analyzed from clones of strain J99 de-
rived from patients at different time points (18). Despite these
important studies, the nature and extent of genetic polymor-
phisms during the colonization of different gastric niches on a
wide time scale are not known. The forces driving such evolution
in vivo and the selective advantage conferred to H. pylori by such
microevolution of virulence-encoding genes are also not under-
stood. While some studies have explored strain diversity through
family studies (19), no concept of chronological evolution was
reported until the study of Israel et al., based on microevolution
in H. pylori J99 across 6 years (13). These authors compared
several isolates of the reference strain J99 taken 6 years apart
from the same patient and, despite the fact that the RAPD [ran-
dom(ly) amplified polymorphic DNA] profiles were identical, mi-
croarray analysis revealed acquisition and deletion of several
genes (13). However, although microarray analysis on a genome-
wide scale does offer a complete picture of acquisition and loss of
a whole gene, the nature and extent of DNA sequence divergence
should also be understood. The best strategy therefore appears to
perform pan-island, large-scale sequencing of regions such as the
cagPAI. We report whole-PAI sequence analysis of H. pylori and
highlight changes occurring at a wide time scale in a single host.
This is an extension of our previous study (21), wherein we
showed by various genome-profiling techniques that isolates re-
covered 10 years apart from the same patient corresponded to a
single strain without any evidence of mixed colonization. In the
present study, using the same set of isolates (21) we studied
molecular evolution of cagPAI and tfs3 to examine whether mi-
croevolution can occur in the absence of mixed infection. Several
hotspots concerning the microevolution of these genomic islands
were identified that could be related to adaptation mechanisms.
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Gastric biopsy samples were collected from an African pa-
tient living in France after written informed consent were ob-
tained; this patient had an endoscopically proven duodenal
ulcer in 1994 (21). H. pylori was isolated from individual biopsy
samples and maintained frozen at �70°C after limited pas-
sages. The patient was successfully treated with a 10-day triple
therapy (amoxicillin, clarithromycin, and lansoprazole). Post-
treatment histology followed by a negative culture report
proved the absence of H. pylori, and a complete recovery was
registered. In January 2003 the patient presented again with
the symptoms of duodenal ulcer. Biopsy samples were col-
lected from the antral and corpus mucosa for H. pylori isola-
tion, and histopathological examination was performed.

H. pylori was isolated from antral biopsy samples at the
initial endoscopy (isolate 908) and from both antrum and cor-
pus biopsy samples (isolates 2017 and 2018) at the follow-up
endoscopy. All of the three bacterial isolates corresponding to
different niches of the stomach, isolated at different time pe-
riods, were considered as identical based on (i) RAPD finger-
printing, (ii) analyses of enterobacterial repetitive intergenic
consensus, and (iii) repetitive extragenic palindromes and mul-
tilocus sequence typing (21). Any possibility of mixed infection
was thus ruled out. Biopsy specimens were embedded in par-
affin and 4-�m-thick sections were stained with hematoxylin
and eosin. The pathologist was blinded to the patient’s clinical
condition. Chronic gastritis was graded according to the up-
dated Sydney system (9). The whole cagPAI of the three iso-
lates was subjected to PCR and sequencing as described by
Blomstergren et al. (6) and analyzed through the CLUSTAL X
program (15), together with other known cagPAI sequences.
The resulting alignment was used to construct a neighbor-
joining tree. The complete sequence of the tfs3 cluster of the
three isolates was also determined essentially as described by
Kersulyte et al. (18). Comparative genomic analysis based on
the tfs3 sequences was performed as for the cagPAI. The
cagPAI sequences of isolates 908, 2017, and 2018 were deposited
in GenBank under accession numbers EF195721, EF195722, and
EF195723, respectively. The accession numbers for tfs3 were
EF195724, EF195725, and EF195726 for isolates 908, 2017, and
2018, respectively.

The details of the nature and extent of the DNA sequence
rearrangements occurring in the cagPAI of the three serial
isolates are depicted schematically in Fig. 1A. Briefly, we no-
ticed extensive rearrangements in the cag7 gene, the cagE
gene, and the cagA gene of the three isolates. Compared to the
H. pylori 26695 genome, extensive deletions were found in the
cag7 gene: (i) deletions at the 5� end of 357 bp (positions 564
to 920), 423 bp (positions 563 to 985), and 438 bp (positions
557 to 994) in isolates 908, 2017, and 2018, respectively, and (ii)
large deletions of 2,049 bp (positions 2007 to 4055), 1,834 bp
(positions 2127 to 3960), and 2,258 bp (positions 1899 to 4156)
in isolates 908, 2017, and 2018, respectively. The HP0529 gene
was found to be pseudogenized through the generation of a
stop codon in isolate 2018, which originated in the corpus
region of the stomach. A frameshift mutation caused by both
independent insertion and deletion events each was found in
the cagE gene (HP0544). Similarly, the cagA gene was also
found to have undergone multiple rearrangements due to var-
ious insertion, deletion, and substitution events. Although the
cagA gene was apparently nonfunctional even in the first iso-

late (isolate 908), it was subjected to further rearrangement in
isolates 2017 and 2018. The extent of evolution of the cagPAI
genes was dramatic and significant in isolate 2018 compared to
isolates 2017 and 908, possibly due to its location in a different
niche, i.e., the corpus of the stomach.

An intact tfs3 cluster was observed in isolate 908, similar to
that of the Peruvian cancer patient isolate PeCan18B, within
which the tfs3 was originally described (18). However, substan-
tial rearrangements were found to accumulate in the tfs3 clus-
ter of both of the successive isolates, where 3 of the 19 tfs3
open reading frames (ORFs) were rearranged and rendered
nonfunctional during the follow-up period. Single base substi-
tutions and deletions leading to pseudogenization of ORF G
and ORF P, respectively, were observed. In addition, isolate
2017 also revealed a single base change leading to a stop codon
in ORF L, thus leading to its pseudogenization. A more im-
portant change, however, was the loss of DNA fragments of
406 and 421 bp at positions 1066 to 1471 and positions 1063 to
1483 (compared to H. pylori 26695) in ORF P of isolates 2017
and 2018, respectively. Genetic changes, however, in the clus-
ter tfs3 compared to the cagPAI were not seemingly correlated
to the change in niche; for example, isolate 2018 compared to
2017 did not appear to undergo different rearrangements de-
spite the fact that the former was isolated from the corpus
region. Hence, both of the isolates evolved similarly at both the
niches (Fig. 2).

Figure 1B and C present the histopathological lesions ob-
served in the patient at different time points after H. pylori
infection. At the time H. pylori isolate 908 was isolated, the
patient suffered from duodenal ulcer. Antropyloric mucosa
revealed a large-scale inflammatory infiltrate with a high num-
ber of polymorphonuclear cells and numerous H. pylori organ-
isms visible on the surface. Ten years later, the histological
preparation showed a limited infiltration of polymorphonu-
clear cells and lymphocytes, the presence of H. pylori, and the
absence of lymphoid follicles.

It is generally understood that the disease developing in
people with H. pylori infection is determined by the pattern of
colonization in the individual stomach. For example, antral
gastritis predisposes patients to duodenal ulcers, whereas body
gastritis and pangastritis predispose patients to gastric ulcers
and gastric carcinoma. If we assume that specific strain char-
acteristics resulting from in vivo microevolution allow coloni-
zation of different niches of stomach, it is possible that rapid
evolution of a parent strain culminating in a variety of sub-
clones will eventually allow colonization of the whole stomach,
thus causing pangastritis and carcinoma. However, due to the
rapid evolution of the cagPAI genes in all of the three sub-
clones we studied, it is tempting to speculate that these clones
are limiting their aggressiveness via rapid pseudogenization of
essential genes such as cagA and cagE (Fig. 1). If this scenario
holds true, we must uncover the as-yet-unknown selective ad-
vantages conferred upon H. pylori by such differently evolved
forms of virulence-encoding genes and different selective
forces driving this type of evolution.

We suggest that isolate 2018 recovered from the corpus of
our patient might have undergone distinctive microevolution
compared to isolates 908 and 2017 obtained from the antrum
of the stomach. This probably suggests the effect of a niche on
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FIG. 1. (A) Genomic alignments based on pan-island sequencing of cagPAIs from isolates 908, 2017, and 2018 and their comparison with
sequences from the two sequenced strains, namely, J99 and 26695. For details of sequencing strategy and alignment methods, see the text.
(B) Histopathology of biopsy sections corresponding to isolate 908, originally obtained in 1994 from three antropyloric biopsy samples that revealed
duodenal ulcer (inflammatory infiltrate [3�] with polymorphs [3�] and numerous H. pylori on the surface [3�]). (C) Endoscopic diagnosis revealed
duodenal ulcer, while histopathological examination of two gastric biopsy samples—one each from antrum (inflammatory infiltrate [2�] with
eosinophils, atrophy [�], no metaplasia, no lymphoid follicle, and the presence of H. pylori [2�]) and corpus (slight superficial gastritis)—revealed
relatively low-grade pathology in 2003. Isolates 2017 and 2018 corresponding to antrum and corpus, respectively, were successfully cultured from
this source. (D) Bifurcating neighbor-joining tree based on whole cagPAI sequence comparison. The clonal association among isolates 908, 2017,
and 2018 clearly reveals that they belonged to the same founder strain that shares genogroup affinity with J99 strain (HspSAfrica).
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the genotype or the adaptation of an evolved substrain to a
defined niche in the stomach.

The tfs3 cluster also showed evidence of microevolution
(Fig. 2), although not as extensive as that observed by Kersu-
lyte et al. (18), in different subclones of J99 strain obtained in
serial endoscopies across 6 years (13). Our aim in studying tfs3
was mainly to (i) validate the stability of this new type IV
secretory apparatus through a decade-long colonization and
(ii) use it as a seemingly”benign“ control against the cagPAI,
which is under greater selection pressure than tfs3, because
of its association with virulence (16). Despite the fact that
our serial isolates belonged to the H. pylori subpopulation
HspWAfrica (whose well-known member J99 revealed exten-
sive deletions of tfs3 in its serial isolates [18]), tfs3 largely
remained intact. Comparing, therefore, our tfs3 results to those
obtained with J99 (18), we assumed that the stability or fragility
of this element may be strain specific and largely determined
by the environmental drivers and in vitro conditions (such as
repeated subculture that has happened in the case of strain
J99). The niche-specific“adaptive evolution” as seen for
cagPAI was not observed for the tfs3 cluster of our isolates.
This is because the loss of the fragments due to deletion has
been minimal and limited to only one gene, ORF P. The other
two ORFs (ORFs G and L) have been pseudogenized due to

specific nonsense substitutions, a more subtle and transient
phenomenon that might be reversed.

In our previous study, we initially assumed isolate 908 to be
the parent strain and 2017 as its “surviving” descendant pos-
teradication. Reinfection with an altogether new strain was
also ruled out in that study by various fingerprinting and geno-
typing approaches (21). The pan-island sequencing performed
for all of the available strains from this patient reconfirmed
this. We understand that the isolates of H. pylori responsible
for a severe pathological outcome as seen with our patient in
1994 (Fig. 1B) could possibly be harboring functional cagA and
vacA genes. In contrast to this, we found that the subclone of
H. pylori that we cultured in 1994 (isolate 908) from the antro-
pyloric mucosal biopsy samples could be an evolved version of
the parent strain. This evolved version has been suggested to
be deficient in cagA function due to a frameshift deletion (Fig.
1A) and nontoxigenic due to the deletion of the middle region
of the vacA gene (21). Therefore, it appears that isolate 908
might have undergone rapid and dramatic evolution of the
cagA gene after the pathology developed. This scenario sup-
ports our hypothesis that virulence factor types are not the
fixed characteristic of H. pylori and that they may evolve during
colonization, hence the difficulty in precisely correlating these
genotypes with disease. Although, the comparatively lower se-

FIG. 2. Genomic alignments based on pan-island sequencing of tfs3 islands from isolates 908, 2017, and 2018 and their comparison with
sequences from the two sequenced strains, namely, J99 and 26695 and the Peruvian cancer strain Pecan18B. For details of the sequencing strategy
and alignment methods, see the text.
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verity of the ulcer disease recurring after 10 years (Fig. 1C)
might correlate with evolved cagPAI composition (evolved
cagA, cagE, and cag7), it is possible that cagPAI alone may not
explain everything.

Finally, it appears that H. pylori continuously evolves (11, 13,
19, 23) and spreads within the niches of the stomach. However,
a majority of its “evolved” subclones might just be the benefi-
ciaries of the inflammation and ulceration processes, feeding
on the exudate and debris with a minimal role in pathology.
Nonetheless, few highly aggressive substrains with “conserved”
cag functions might be active as drivers of gastroduodenal pathol-
ogy in different niches. Alternatively, recombination might be
occurring frequently among all of the subclones wherein some
loci become nonfunctional for a while but regain functional alleles
later in the life cycle. The acquisition of a functional vacA mid-
region fragment by isolate 2017 as described by us previously (21)
demonstrates this potential hypothesis. In any case, it will be
necessary to study this microevolution process especially in the
context of the development of pan-gastritis, gastric ulcers, and
gastric adenocarcinoma. A large number of paired isolates (12,
20) from different niches of the stomach obtained at different
time intervals may be analyzed to explore transient loss or gain
of function at important virulence loci such as cagA and vacA.
Also, other potential virulence factors may be investigated for
their association with development and progression of pathol-
ogy as juxtaposed to microevolutionary changes acquired in a
single host. Determining therefore the in vivo evolutionary
status (of these three important strains in hand) concerning the
“nonclassical” virulence factors such as several outer-mem-
brane proteins, members of the plasticity region cluster, porins,
and flagellins, etc., may be undertaken in the future. The func-
tional status of these subclones evolving through a variety of
insertion, deletion, and substitution events needs to be checked
via in vitro phenotyping methods (4) for rapid loss or gain of
virulence. Also, environmental switches responsible for such a
fast intragenic (and intergenic) recombination may be identi-
fied in a suitable animal model of H. pylori colonization.
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